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Ant nAvigAtion-BAsed AdAptive Routing technique foR
MoBile Ad Hoc netwoRks
niAz MoRshed chowdhuRy,
syed MuRtozA BAkeR And eRshAdhul h. choudhuRy
Introduction
A Mobile Ad Hoc network (MAnet) is a collection of mobile nodes operated over
wireless technologies such as ieee 802.11 with or without having an infrastructurebased access point. MAnets are comprised of moving objects and create frequent
changes in network topology. Moreover, due to the limited transmission range of
wireless interface, MAnet requires multiple hops to establish end-to-end communication between nodes. protocols operating in the network layer of MAnet are
responsible for finding paths between two end points of a communication. existing
network layer protocols, both proactive and reactive, are not sufficient to handle frequent changes in network topology and show poor performances due to link failure.
furthermore, the np complex nature of ad hoc network topology makes it
very difficult to find a perfect solution even for a single end-to-end communication.
difficulty increases when the number of hops between two end points becomes significantly large. in those cases obtaining a better solution without increasing bandwidth or packet overhead is almost impossible. All those shortcomings inherently
increase the importance of an adaptive approach to be used in design of network protocols for MAnets.
in this paper, we focus on the design of an adaptive algorithm that works
based on the principle of Ant colony optimization (Aco). the main contributions of
this work are threefold: 1) we have provided an analytic design of different adaptive
parameters required to facilitate Aco into a routing protocol, 2) we have demonstrated a whole routing technique in the form of an organized pseudo-code representation and 3) through simulation we have shown that the chance of identifying the
best path is very high and requires a significantly shorter period. the proposed algorithm is a probabilistic adaptive technique that changes its routes with the change of
network topology over time. like other adaptive approaches, this algorithm learns
from the environment and identifies appropriate paths using feedbacks of previously
travelled packets. A self-made simulator implemented on c++ is used to evaluate the
performance of this algorithm on the basis of diverse adaptive issues such as change
of probability, growth of pheromone intensity, randomness of selection and packet
sending rate through different paths.
Related Studies
it was the mid 90’s when MAnet started becoming popular1 and demand for ubiquitous devices significantly increased. hundreds of routing protocols arrived over the
period of 1994 – 2004, though a large number of those protocols failed to survive due
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to their weak proactive nature.2 during this period, four specific protocols became
very popular and established themselves as key elements for MAnets.
in 1994, perkins proposed his first routing protocol “dynamic destination
sequenced distance vector (dsdv)”.3 two years later, in 1996, Johnson proposed
his famous ad hoc routing protocol “dynamic source Routing (dsR).”4 in 2002,
Beijar proposed another protocol “zone Routing protocol (zRp)”,5 though it maintains few restrictions and also lacks in its generalized nature. soon after, perkins,
working in the nokia Research centre, released his newly developed protocol “Ad
hoc on-demand distance vector (Aodv)”.6 Aodv was accepted as a Request for
comments (Rfc)7 in July 2003, and since then this has been an era for dsR and
Aodv to dominate the ubiquitous and ad hoc network world.
though dsR and Aodv are currently the two most popular routing protocols, they still have many limitations. A major drawback of dsR is its packet overhead as it sends large control information with each packet. on the other hand,
Aodv broadcasts enormous control data or more specifically route request (RReq)
packets to its neighbouring nodes while establishing a route. those RReq packets
increase its bandwidth overhead and result in poor performance.
A number of routing protocols have been proposed in recent years to
improve performance of existing protocols, either by modifying their current mechanism or replacing them with a new set of approaches. one of the most noteworthy
approaches recently used is the adaptive technique. in 2001, a routing protocol was
proposed called Adaptive distance vector Routing,8 that tries to convert conventional distance vector Routing into an adaptive self-organized protocol for MAnets.
that same year, Adaptive demand driven Multicast9 routing arrived to improve multicast facilities in ad hoc networks. there was another algorithm entitled fuzzy
sighted link state Algorithm,10 a modified approach of the classical version used in
wired networks. in July 2006, Masillamani et al. proposed a genetic algorithm (gA)based routing protocol for conventional distance vector routing and they are currently working to convert this protocol to a gA-based adaptive Aodv.11
Ant Colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization (Aco),12 proposed by dorigo in 1992, is an adaptive
method to find partial solutions for the problems where identifying an exact solution
is either difficult or impossible.13 the basic idea of this approach is taken from the
food searching behaviour of real ants in nature. when ants are searching for food,
they initiate their journey from their nest and gradually move towards the food. while
walking, ants deposit a special type of biological chemical called pheromone. the
concentration of pheromone on a certain path is an indication of its usage. Ants follow the path where it is densely concentrated. when an ant reaches an intersection
point of a path, it decides which branch to be taken next based on pheromone concentration of the paths. with time, concentration of pheromone on less travelled paths
decreases due to diffusion effects, and eventually the best path is established.
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in 1997, dorigo, in his work “Ant colony system: A comparative learning
approach to the travelling salesman problem”,14 hinted that network routing can be
implemented based on an ant algorithm. the very next year he published another
research work15 where he discussed how packets and ants are typically identical for
an adaptive system and a routing algorithm can be formed or improved based on this
technique. in 1999, in another paper, “Ant Algorithm for discrete optimization”16 he
proposed the same idea. despite the fact that he always recommended his algorithm
to be used in computer networks, neither he nor other researchers showed enough
interest in this regard.
Basic Framework of the Proposed Algorithm
Adjusting Aco into a routing protocol is a critical modification and requires extensive transformation in the basic model. our proposed algorithm considers each packet as an ant and each connected path as a food searching track. this algorithm maintains two different types of packets namely ‘forward packet and ‘backward packet.’
these are typically ants on the way to food and nest respectively.
Figure 1. A network topology with travelled path
in dark black. A-h are mobile nodes in the network. each black line indicates a path between
nodes. the dark path is the selected path to deliver a packet for a particular instance. forward
packet keeps track of this path and encapsulates
this information into backward packet so that it
can get back through this path and deposit
pheromone on the tracks.

forward packet is the original data packet and responsible for delivering data from
the source to the destination. each source node initiates a forward packet, encapsulates data and sends it to a specific destination. when a packet reaches a new node, it
identifies its future path based on the selection parameter of that respective node. on
the way to the destination, this packet keeps track of paths it has travelled for future
use. Backward packet is an acknowledgement and responsible for depositing
pheromone on the paths. for each forward packet, destination creates a corresponding backward packet and encapsulates the travelled path list into its header so that
it can follow the track way back to the source and deposit pheromone on the paths.
core contributions of the proposed algorithm lay in the design of different
adaptive parameters. these parameters are the key elements in this algorithm that
make diverse decisions at different phases. success of the research is highly dependent on those parameters; hence it is imperative to design them carefully and effectively.
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Mathematical Design of Adaptive Parameters
Aco is a generalized adaptive technique17 like fuzzy logic,18 genetic Algorithm19
or simulated Annealing,20 having different phases such as initialization, probability
calculation, selection, pheromone deposition and pheromone evaporation. each of
those phases is problem-dependent21 and needs to be designed based on the purpose
and nature of specific problems. the following sub-sections will talk about the mathematical design of different adaptive parameters to facilitate Aco in a network routing protocol.
Initialization
A meta-heuristic method like Aco requires initialization at the beginning of the procedure.22 conventionally in Aco all the ant tracks are initialized with the numerical
value zero as it is assumed that initially there is no pheromone on the tracks. But the
proposed algorithm initializes its tracks or more appropriately routing paths in a different way, with a numerical value of one instead of zero. the rationale behind this
modification is quite straightforward: in this algorithm a non-zero value of intensity
represents a connection. thus, pheromone intensity indicates connectivity of nodes,
and paths having zero intensity indicate there is no connection between two particular nodes.

Figure 2. A network topology with a
stable pheromone intensity of the
paths.

Figure 3. changed topology when a
new node g joined the network.
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in figure 2, a stable network topology has been shown where pheromone intensities
of the paths are iAB, icd, idB, idf and ide. let us assume that a new node g has just
joined the network (shown in figure 3), hence creates three new paths gB, gf and
ge. conventional approach of Aco would initialize these three paths with zero
intensity as those new paths have not been travelled by any ant (packet) yet. But, as
per this proposed algorithm, initialization will be performed with unit values in order
to indicate connections between B and g, f and g, and e and g.
Probability calculation
probability calculation is one of the most vital subjects for an adaptive algorithm.
success of the proposed technique is highly dependent on appropriate calculation of
a particular probability called path probability. while sending a packet from one node
to another, this algorithm determines the appropriate path based on this parameter.
path probability is further reliant on the calculation of pheromone intensity of different paths. in this proposed algorithm, path probability is defined as:
Equation 1. path probability. here, Pi is the probability
of the ith path connected with the neighbouring nodes
whilst Ii and It are the intensity of ith and ∑Iconnected (all
connected) paths, respectively.
Selection
in this proposed algorithm, selection is maintained through the single spin roulette
wheel method. space allocation for each path on the wheel is proportional to its probability. for example, if there are three paths A, B, and c connected with a node having probability pA=0.50, pB=0.25 and pc=0.25, arrangement on the wheel for this
particular case would be as in figure 4:

Figure 4. Roulette wheel arrangement for pA=0.50,
pB=0.25 and pc=0.25.

Another important issue in selection is pseudo random number generation. weakness
in random number generation may create an initial fluctuation problem,23 resulting in
unexpected performance by the algorithm. Most of the compilers in practice use current time (in second) as seeds. As a result, built-in random number generator func157

tions return a close value if they have been called within a short duration of time (e.g.
1 millisecond interval). A method for well-distributed random number generation has
also been proposed with this algorithm. the following function takes a value as a
parameter and returns a well distributed random number between zero and value.
Random Number Generator Function
Int random(int highest)
{
srand((unsigned)time(0));
int random_integer;
int lowest= 0;
int range= (highest-lowest) + 1;
random_integer= lowest + int(range*rand()/(RAND_MAX + 1.0));
return random_integer;
}

Pheromone deposition
in this proposed algorithm, pheromone deposition is performed by backward packets.
After a successful delivery, each backward packet increases the intensity of the path
that forward packet or typically data packet has travelled to deliver data from the
source to the destination. this process is formulated as follows:
Equation 2. pheromone deposition formula. here,
Q is a unit quantity of pheromone to be deposited on
the paths.
But the most notable point in pheromone deposition is that not all paths will get the
full portion of Q, rather, deposition of Q will be inversely proportional to the travelled path. length_Ratio varies from node to node. for each node on the path, it is
measured as the path length between the source and the calculated node.
the rationale behind this design approach lay in quick identification of best
paths. in this technique, backward packet will deposit more pheromone on the shorter path compared to the longer path while coming back from the destination. As probability calculation is dependent of the pheromone density, it ultimately increases the
chance of the best path to be selected.
A pictorial example is shown below to describe the above literature.
consider the following network topology shown in figures 5 and 6. in figure 5, it
shows that A has made a successful delivery of a packet to c. during this travel, this
packet marked the paths that it has travelled.
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Figure 5. A is sending a packet to c.

Figure 6. intensity of the paths is being
changed by the backward packet.

let us consider Q = 10. Based on equation 2, pheromone of each path will be updated as follows:

figure 5 shows backward packet sent by c to A. this backward packet will increase
the intensity of the paths (underlined) that it has travelled while coming from A to c.
Pheromone Evaporation
pheromone evaporation is another tricky challenge in the proposed algorithm. it
decreases pheromone from less travelled paths. in this algorithm, pheromone evapo159

ration is computed based on a parameter called evaporation parameter, λ. value of λ
depends on the traffic density of the network. if intensity of any path at a junction
crosses the value of λ, intensity for all the paths of that junction will be updated as
follows:
Equation 3. pheromone evaporation
formula
here, Ii(new) and Ii(old) are the intensity of ith path before and after the evaporation
respectively and k is the number of connected paths with that junction. gcd is the
abbreviation of greatest common divisor.
Operation
in general, a routing methodology needs to perform three basic operations, namely
route establishment, route discovery and route maintenance.24 these are the three
most important and key tasks for any routing technique. nature and performance of
a particular routing algorithm is determined by how it deals with these three tasks.
our proposed algorithm is no different and follows these basic operations while operating in a network.
At the very beginning of the network, or when a new node enters into the
network, it finds neighbouring nodes and initializes local intensity value of the corresponding paths with unit cost. initially it also assumes that all the nodes in that network are reachable through any of those connected paths. it maintains a vector table
like distance vector routing where it keeps intensity of different paths. this table is
arranged in the conventional form of ‘from A to B via c.’25 But instead of distance
value, it holds the intensity of a particular link. As time passes, the best outgoing link
for a particular node gradually becomes stable in this intensity table.
in this proposed technique, nodes do not send route request like Aodv or
broadcast control information like dsR, though it still maintains a reactive ondemand nature. Before sending any packet to a particular destination, it finds the
appropriate path based on a probabilistic selection mentioned earlier. paths having
been travelled most to reach a destination will receive higher priority in the selection.
this route discovery is an adaptive method and eventually becomes stable by learning its environment over a period of time.
there might be a case when a node leaves the network. in such a situation,
no packet can be delivered successfully through the paths that go over that particular
node. As a result of this failure, pheromones of that path will be evaporated and other
paths will start getting priority in selection. if the leaving node returns to the network,
this path will be established again. otherwise, due to periodical pheromone evaporation, it will become a dead link and be removed permanently.
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Pseudo-Representation of the Proposed Algorithm
this pseudo-code (see Appendix) is a virtual representation of the proposed algorithm that works on each node of the network. execution of this proposed algorithm
is also associated with a set of control variables, which are unique for each packet.
these variables hold information regarding status and route of different packets and
are being encapsulated within the packet header. table 1 describes detail about necessary control variables.

Size
(bit)

Name

Description

keeps track of forward and backward packet. 1 and
0 are the value for forard and backward packet,
respectively.
keeps track of whether a packet has been delivered
successfully or not. 1 for successful delivery, otherdelivery_status 1
wise 0.
stores number of hops travelled from the source to
the destination (total length of the path).
32
total_length
stores number of hops traveled from the source on
the way to the destination with respect to current
32
path_length
node.
this is a list storing address of the traveled path by
32 x n a specific packet. length of this field will be deterpath
mined by the path_length.

packet_status

1

Table 1. control variables.
when a packet arrives, the adaptive_routing() procedure is being called and handed
over the responsibility to perform the required job. this root procedure gradually
makes decisions and calls necessary sub-procedures to perform further actions. it
extracts control variable from the packet headers and takes one of the following
actions:
Action A
if the current node is found as the destination, it receives the packet, extracts control
variables, constructs a backward packet, assigns packet_status as ‘backward’ and
delivery_status as ‘successful’ and sends this packet back to the immediate last node
from where it has arrived.
Action B
if the current node itself is the source and the packet is a backward packet with delivery status successful, it indicates end of the journey for that particular packet. on
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receiving such packets, receiver node destroys them and deposits pheromone on the
proper path.
Action c
if it is identified that the current node address already exists in the path list of the
packet, it indicates this packet has already been forwarded through this node, i.e., it
is creating a cycle. in such a situation, this packet will be sent back to the previous
node by changing its packet_status to ‘backward’ and delivery_status to ‘failed.’ this
special approach also solves the ‘count to infinity’ problem8 that occurs in the conventional distance vector Routing.
Action d
if none of the above situations match with a received packet, root procedure calls
next_router_selection() procedure to select next node. this procedure classifies each
packet as one of the followings:
class A: A forward packet whose destination is reachable from the current node.
class B: A backward packet with successful delivery
class c: A backward packet with delivery failed
class d: no more paths to go
for a forward packet whose destination is reachable from the current node, this procedure finds probabilities for each outgoing path excluding the one this packet has
already used to arrive. Based on calculated probabilities and with the help of the
decide_next_router() procedure, it finds the next appropriate node for the considering packet. then it includes the next node address in the path, increases path length
and returns selected next node address. for a backward packet with successful delivery, it selects the last address of the path as next node, discards this address from the
path, decreases path length and deposits pheromone on the path through which this
packet has arrived. for a backward packet with delivery status ‘failed,’ it calculates
corrected probability and sends the packet accordingly. if there is no path left to send
the packet, it changes packet status to ‘backward’ and delivery status to ‘failed’ and
sends back this packet to the previous node.
other procedures, such as calculate_probability(), decide_next_router(),
deposite_pheromone() and evaporate_pheromone() work as described earlier in the
mathematical design section. these are mainly responsible for incorporating Aco
into a routing algorithm.
the pseudo code for this algorithm is presented in the Appendix to this paper.
Results and Evaluation
A self-made simulator implemented on c++ is used to evaluate performance and
behaviour of the proposed algorithm. this simulation mainly concentrates on meas162

uring and evaluating adaptive natures of the algorithm. A 50-node scenario is considered, taking two nodes as source and destination. three different and complex
paths are available to reach the destination from the source node. Among the paths,
path 2 is the best one while path 3 and path 1 are the second and third best, respectively. Measurements of the following four issues have been taken into account to
evaluate the proposed algorithm:
• change of probability
• growth of pheromone intensity
• Randomness of the selection
• packet sending performance
change of Probability
change of probability is measured over the period of 900 packet send time from the
source node to the destination. initially, when the very first packet was sent, probability of each path was equal, i.e. 0.33. As time increased, gradually the best path was
established and the remaining two almost reduced to zero. the main rationale behind
this behaviour is implicated in the special pheromone deposition mechanism by the
backward packet on its travelled paths. Backward packet deposits more pheromone
on the shortest paths compared to other paths, which are relatively larger. As intensity of a path is proportional to its selection probability, eventually the probability of
getting selected for best path also increases. figure 7 shows change of probability of
different paths within an interval of 100 packet send period.

Figure 7. change of probability in
the test topology

Growth of Pheromone Intensity
in this phase of evaluation, again 900 packets were sent. Measurement was taken
within an interval of each 100 packet send time. initially, pheromone intensity of all
three paths was 1. figure 8 shows the change of intensity due to pheromone deposition on the experimental paths. the result clearly demonstrates that the best path
received more pheromone deposition and its intensity increased drastically. initially,
intensity of the other two paths also increased but gradually their rate reduced to zero,
which also lowered their chance of being selected.
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Figure 8. growth of pheromone
intensity

Randomness of the Selection
Randomness of the selection has been measured for the same network topology over
five different runs. instead of using default functions, a new well-distributed random
number generator is proposed with this work. this random number generator is
responsible for maintaining a stable selection for this algorithm. figure 9 shows the
result where it is clearly noticeable that for five different experiments, variation of
path selection is very marginal.

Figure 9. Randomness of the selection

Packet Sending Performance
Although change in selection probability, intensity of different paths or stability of
selection function are key elements of this algorithm, in terms of evaluation they are
subordinate results. ultimate success of this algorithm mainly depends on how effectively and efficiently it uses best paths to send packets from the source node to the
destination. in this final phase of evaluation, the total number of packets sent through
each path is measured for the same topology discussed earlier. like previous experiments, in this phase measurement is taken over the period of 100 packet send time.
figure 10 clearly shows that as time increases, more packets are being sent through
the best path i.e. path 2. More than 90% of packets are delivered through this path
whilst the other two paths receive less than 10% of packets together. it also proves
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success of the proposed algorithm and its proper facilitation with Ant colony
optimization.

Figure 10. packet sending performance

Conclusion and Future Work
in this work we proposed an adaptive routing protocol for MAnets. this protocol
incorporates the principle of Ant colony optimization to discover routes from the
source node to the destination. design of different adaptive parameters was the main
concern of this work, although a complete overview of the proposed technique was
also presented. we used a self-made simulator implemented on c++ as the test bed
to evaluate and observe performance of different parameters.
the evaluation section clearly shows that probability of suitable paths
quickly converge towards a higher value which eventually makes the sender select
best paths in most occasions. this special nature of the technique reduces bandwidth
overhead of the network by not sending frequent control information. it has the intelligence to decide the suitable path depending on its parameters. through the final part
of the evaluation we have shown that most of the packets always go through the best
paths.
this work mainly deals with design issues, but its success on self-made simulator also indicates its potential to provide adequate services for wireless networks.
our future objective is to implement this algorithm for MAnets using opnet26 and
compare its performances with Aodv and dsR on simulator as well as on real
world.
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Appendix
Procedure adaptive_routing()
source = extract_source()
destination = extract_destination()
previous = extract_previous()
total_length = extract_total_length()
path_length = extract_path_length()
Path = extract_path()
packet_status = extract_packet_status()
delivery_status = extract_delivery_status()
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if(destination == current_router)
packet_status = backward
delivery_status = successful
construct_backward_packet(packet_status, delivery_status, Path, path_length)
exchange_packet()
next = previous
else if(source = current_router & packet_status =
backward & delivery_status = successfull)
length_ratio = total_length - path_length + 1
deposit_pheromone(current_router, previous,
length_ratio)
if(Iprevious > λ)
evaporate_pheromone()
end_of_the_journey()
else if(current_router ∈ Path)
packet_status = backward
delivery_status = failed
next = previous
else
next = next_router_selection(source, previous,
destination, Path, packet_status, delivery_status)
update_header(packet_status, delivery_status,
total_length, path_length, Path)
send_packet(next)
end procedure
procedure next_router_selection(source, previous, destination, Path, path_length,packet_status,delivery_status)
A = load_local_routing_table()
if (packet_status = forward & Ecurrent router >1)
P = calculate_probability(A, previous, destination)
next_router = decide_next_router(P)
Path = Path ∪ {current_router}
path_length = path_length + 1
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else if (packet_status = backward & delivery_status
= successful)
length_ratio = total_length - path_length + 1
deposit_pheromone(current_router, previous,
length_ratio)
if(Iprevious > λ)
evaporate_pheromone(current_router)
Path = Path \ {previous_router}
path_length = path_length – 1
next_router = second_last_of_the_path(Path)
else if (packet_status = backward & delivery_status
== failed)
P = calculate_corrected_probability(A, previous,
destination, Path)
if (P has at least one value)
next_router = decide_next_router(P)
Path = Path ∪ {next_router}
path_length = path_length + 1
packet_status = forward
else
next_router = Path ∩ {outgoing_edgescurrent router}
return next_router
end procedure
procedure calculate_probability(A, Source, Previous,
Destination)
for all i in A except Previous
Find It = Σ Ii
for all i in A except Previous
Pi = Ii / It
return P
end procedure
procedure decide_next_router(P)
for all i in probability list P
construct roulette_wheel based on the probability P
selected = spin(roulette_wheel)
return selected
end procedure
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procedure deposite_pheromone(current_router, previous,
length_ratio)
from the routing table A
Iprevious = Iprevious + Q / length_ratio
end procedure
procedure evaporate_pheromone(current_router)
for all link i in the current_router
Ii(new) = Ii(old)/GCD (I1(old), I2(old), ... , Ik(old))
end procedure
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